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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
De ar Fr iends,
I've be en working with .a wonder f ul book
about writing c a lled WRITI NG THE NATURAL WAY
by Gab r i e l e Rico and was s truck by thi s quote
b y Sam Ke en, "To wonde r is to li ve in the
wo rld o f nove lty r a ther tha n l aw (o r habit),
of deligh t rather t han obl iga ti on , and of the
presen t rath er t h a n the f utu re. " Ou r dr eams
s e e m t o br ing t ha t wond e r to us . Not jus t, "I
WONDER what t hat means "! ?, bu t t he wonde r of
expl oring di ffere nt pl an ets, f l y ing,
be ing
Pres ide nt ,
c h ased
by mon sters or
saving
s omeone ' s li fe.
All the f ears and joys of
le t ti ng
go
of
our wa king sen se o f · the
limit a ti on s of time and space .
I be lieve one
wa king s tate limitat ion i s to be li e v e t hat
someon e e l se has t he ans wers t o your d re ams .
I'm not say ing it i s n' t he l p ful to read wha t
some one e lse has to say o r to get the point of
v ie-vr o f others, but the g reate st discovery w-"e
will probabl y make is that we really are the
only one who knows what our dreams mean.
It's been my experience that when I seek
an answer, I find it wherever I decide to look
or I create an experience that gives me the
answer that I seek.
For example, I went
through a period of time where I would form a
question about something that was bothering me
and intuitively choose a book, open it and
read what was before me . I'd say that at
least 90% of the time I had my answer. I've
taken classes on intuition and through my
experiences with group dreaming I now have
more confidence in my own intuition and find I
don ' t need to
give myself this type
of
" reading" anymore (I still enjoy drawing Rune
stones though! ) •
I think the same approach can be applied
to dreaming.
Dreams are a part of us, our
unique creation. Like stories or paintings, I
think others may discover their own meaning
when they hear or read our dreams, or even
feel they have some insight into what they
mean for us and it is possible that they doAfter all, our choosing to tell that person
can be an intuitive decision--our
way of
"giving
ourself
a reading."
Books
and
articles can be very helpful in giving us.
t e chniques and information.
I really enjoy
that
feeling
of
synchronicity--of
just
" happening" to get that letter, newsletter or
book working with the same question I am.
I
think if you consciously make the choice to
seek an answer you will receive it; it helps
t o make the question as clear to yourself as
(Continued on Page 2 )

DREAMS AND HEALING
Strephon Kaplan Williams

Certainly
dreams have been
used
in
healing in many cultures.
Apparently the
ancient Aesculapian healing mysteries which
l asted a thousand years in Greece based their
healing practices on rece~v~ng a dream in
which the god appeared with the remedy. More
recently certain schools of psychotherapy such
as the Gestalt and Jungian schools may use
dreams for healing.
In my own work developing a modified
Jungian
approach
as
represented
in
my
JUNGIAN- SENOI DREAMWORK MANUAL the emphasis in
on breakthrough healing.
This is
healing
which really works, affecting major changes in
personality and life. The traditional schools
of psychotherapy base their dreamwork method
more
upon
intellectual,
interpretive
approaches, which to my way of thinking is a
strange
mixture
of
projection
and
objectification on the part
of
both the
therapist and client. It is at time s simply
amazing to me that anyone else even attempts
to tell someone what his or her dream means.
What is the alternative which can lead to
healing?
The method of actualization which I use
is to emphasize ways of working with and
(Continued on Page 2)
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Letter Continued
you can. Finding the answer then will confirm
to you your own inner strengths and the wisdom
of your own inner voice--even if this answer
comes from someone else!
Try practicing this
with your dreams. Seek understanding through
your dream group, books, dream dialogues or
whatever. Then be still a moment, listen and
learn to recognize the loving voice within you
that tells you what is right for you.
To
me
this
is
the
essence
of
networking--to be a part of the connectedness
that brings to each in a loving way exactly
what is needed now. That is why I encourage
you to write if you have an interest in doing
so--you have something unique to say and yes,
some of it also may have been said by others!
All I'm saying is give it a try.
If you are
interested in a "dream pen pal" just write a
letter through "Dreamline" with your dream
interests (indicating you want your name and
address published).
If
you have created
something
related
to
dreaming
you
can
advert.ise in DC. That is why I suggested
barter or donation in exchange for an ad.
My
hope is that you will be encouraged to follow
your dreams, to create from them if there is a
market available and I, in turn benefit by
being able to read or use the dream product,
keeping
me in touch with the latest.
I
encourage you to tell us about the books
you've found helpful (or not). I also hope we
can begin sharing our dreams. I've learned so
much just by reading about others dreams and
what they've learned from them.
May your
dreams be a blessing to you.
Peace,

Healing & Dreams Continued
enacting dreams
until their resolution is
effected. The functional word for healing is
resolution.
To resolve a conflict is to heal
it, either through forming a new unity out of
the conflicting parts, or through sacrifice
and ending of that which is no longer relevant
to new life.
The Method of Dream Reentry
My most central technique for effecting
healing in the dream state and in life is
Dream Reentry, my term for reentering and
reexperiencing a dream with eyes closed in the
meditative state. Most dreams seem to present
issues and dynamics which seem unresolved.
A
student was tested as possibly having cervical
cancer and worked with this symbolically and
through the dream state. A crucial dream came
in which she was to confront and deal with a
large woman made of earth lying on the earth.
In the orginal dream she as her dream ego was
too afraid to approach the woman. I guided
her through an extremely intense dream reentry
in which she touched and brought to life the
body of this woman, an important experience

for her. When she was again tested for cancer
the test showed her clear.
There is no way I can claim credit for
the physical change, but I do know that we
worked directly to actualize the dream state
regarding her condition.
In
theory, the
dreams could have reflected the unconscious
condition of her psyche, a sort of mirroring
effect of what
needs dealing with.
Then
through dream reentry the ego, the conscious
choice-making side of the personality, enters
the unconscious field and interacts with it to
evoke acceptance and healing.
Cancer here
would represent a symptom, some neglect in the
psyche which is also a neglect in the body.
Another
case
of physical healing in
relation to dreamwork involves the following.
This woman in her thirties had been suffering
from severe bouts of ulcerative colitis over
the years.
Psychologically she did not know
how to handle and process her anger and her
fears. She came to me for intensive dreamwork
and together we decided that she would place
herself under the care of a medical doctor who
practiced only· homeopathy, a non-traditional
and non-medication approach to healing.
At
the same time she entered into an intensive
program of therapy and dreamwork with me.
The bleeding from her colon was severe
and she suffered q great loss of energy,
keeping her in bed for months and months. But
through the whole time we both assisted her in
staying
with
the process.
She
was
to
experience fully whatever came up for her,
emotionally, physically and in dreams.
This
following an ancient healing principle that
the sickness is the
cure.
Most
modern
medicine tries to attack and overwhelm the
symptoms instead of assisting the person in
going through the sickness.
What we were
after, of course, was evoking the self-healing
part of herself.
Homeopathy and Jungian-Senoi
dreamwork both focus on self-healing.
But who
among us likes to go through the fire of
transformation,
to
suffer
until
healing
occurs.
These are summaries of some of her most
healing
dreams during
the period of the
illness. This first dream occurred during the
period when she was very sick, unable to sleep
and experiencing night sweats. In a number of
her p~evious dreams she had always gone past a
certa~n
door and never
opened it out of
extreme fear and anxiety. In this dream she
opens the door and there down below is a man
about to execute her father. She rushes down
and prevents this from happening.
It may be hard to capture the drama of
the situation from a few images, but I can
assure you that this was seen by her as a
major breakthrough.
For it represented to her
that now she had the ability to open the door
without first knowing what is behind it. And
she does open it and there one of
her worst
fears materializes and she
does something
about it.
No longer does she have to feel
completel~ helpl~ss in the
face of potentially
o~erwhelm~ng . c1rcumstances.
Enduring
her
s~ckness,
go~ng
through
it,
not
knowing
whether she was going to live or die, was her
dreamwork! Earlier in her life this illness
had put her in the hospital and almost killed
her. Now she was face to face with the fear,
endless long hours of it.
The dreams helped
provide
the
perspective
on
her
whole
experience. She had to know that healing was
possible and that it could come from her. She
would sometimes
ask me, is this
process
working? and I would have to answer, well is
Th e one th~ng
.
~'t?.
I could not allow myselfI to
do was try and open any doors for her.
(Continued on Page 3)

Healing & Dreams Continued
This next dream occurred when she was out
The
of bed and getting her energy back.
symptoms were mostly gone and at the same time
she had experienced a real transformation of
personality. She dreamed that she was going
into a barn with her mother and leading a
She finds an overweight woman
black cow.
there with ulcerative colitis whom she tells
that she too can be healed. Then the dreamer
takes the woman on her own back and carries
transformation.
Again the drama of
her!
Rather than being overcome by the sickness and
identified with despairing attitudes, she can
now demonstrate through her own accomplishment
that healing is possible.
The earlier stage of healing was more one
of desperation. The regular medical model of
treatment involved destructive drug therapies
such as cortisone treatments which had been
debilitating to her before. Holistic health
and Jungian dreamwork offered an alternative.
lot clearer
Their spiritual principles were
and better than Western science and medicine.
Jung also makes the point in his works along
similar lines that the cure is finding the
the situation, that ultimately
meaning in
healing is the cure of souls. I could go into
how she worked with the symbolism of the dream
but here I have room only for the essential.
This last dream example occured when she
was again quite active in her life and in
dream is
This
the world.
with
dealing
fascinating in that it shows us a way to deal
with the darkness in life and in the psyche.
To summarize, in this dream the dreamer is
sitting calmly in a very dark place and is
herself covered with blood. It is and feels
like a place of absolute darkness, yet she
However, a
feels centered and not afraid.
friend there cries out, how terrible! There
she is and look what is happening to her. She
stays relaxed and laughs. She is accepting
the situation and is not overwhelmed by it. A
whole philosophy of life could be built around
How many of us are capable of
this dream.
until healing and
darkness
the
enduring
tend to
us
Most of
resolution occurs?
identify with the terrors of life and flee
from them, at least until we come to our
the
I could recall and describe
senses.
nights and days of debilitating terror this
mental states
person experienced, including
of sheer darkness. But no, the emphasis is on
healing, the resolutions and new life which
can come out of such an experience.
Dream reentry was not the primary method
used here. We discussed the dreams and their
implications and she did thousands of pages of
journalwork around her dreams and the issues.
She also painted some of the symbols including
a series of mandalas.
healing
of dreamwork
Another example
·
involved a Viet Nam veteran suffering from a
nightmare literally created by a war trauma.
I include it here because I, like many others,
are concerned about the fate of war veterans
whose scars affect severely the rest of their
lives. In this situation the man was a priest
recurrent nightmare of
who kept having a
hearing the helicopters come in the afternoon
wounded and the dead and going into
w~th the
chapel to get his ritual objects for
h~s
administering the last rites to the dead. In
the dream over and over again he comes to the
He
door to the receiving room and wakes up.
will not enter that door!
He asked me for help and I led him in a
guided dream reentry in which he opened the
The
door and went into the receiving room.
first time he just described going in, looking
around, and coming back out. I asked him if

a

he would be willing to go in again and just
stay there awhile and focus on something, just
let his eyes wander until he came on something
which had sigificance for him.
He is in the room again and at the side
of a soldier with a hugh bandage on his head.
He tries to see the face touching the bandage
and ·a doctor gets mad at him saying that if he
removes the bandage the man's brains wjll fall
out. He looks at the wrist identification and
the dying man is one whom he had met two weeks
lightheartedly
They had both talked
ago.
about how they were leaving Viet Nam soon,
their tour of duty up. The now dead man had
the dreamer a picture of his wife and
shown
small daughter.
This was the revelation, the truth which
the priest cou.ld not face for ten years, but
which the dream. source kept bringing back to
him in his nightmares. I suggested he might
dream, and have a
go now, still.· . in the
dialogue with God, even get angry with Him.
We talked afterward. What had been hardest to
take is how God could let such a terrible
thing like this happen. His concept of an all
powerful and all loving God did not encompass
this reality, the dark and terrible side of
life.
We can almost conclude that working with
dreams for healing means including all sides
of life, what we like and what we hate, what
is creative and what is destructive. Reality
is reality and dreams seem to want us to face
reality as it really is and not as we would
like.. it to be.
Dreams and dreamwork can be central to
any healing process involving the soul, the
and meaningful content of a person. We
~nner
look to the dreams, and the source behind the
dreams, for 'the healing, for the bringing to
resolution of the particular conflict in life.
he never had that
For the war veteran,
nightmare again, and for the first time in ten
years he was able to sleep all night now
terrible dream
that
having
of
unafraid
intrigues people, of
What most
anymore.
course, who work in this kind of process is
that the healing and the dreams come from
within and not some external authority or
source.
and
principles
above
the
Applying
examples to our own lives we might well ask,
how well are we practicing the principle of
Each
bringing resolution in our own lives?
day, and every relationship which is at all
real, is in constant need of resolution and
healing. We accept the issues and deal with
We do
them using all the resources available.
not try and run from the way things really
We all know somewhere that the dream is
are.
probably the most honest side of ourselves and
that we need to face that which we.would hide
or run from in ourselves and in life. The
examples I have used here are powerful and
to show a point, that healing can
drama~ic
But
work ~n the most severe of circumstances
it is into the everyday world that we• must
It is in the little
mo~t venture for healing.
also that the process continues so that
th~ngs
we may be ready for the big events when they
come along.
They
The dreams do not do the healing.
present the issues and the potentials for
resolution. But the resolution occurs because
and choose healing
~e consc~ously participate
We become healers to ourselves.
~n our l~ves.
St~ephon

Kaplan
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telling me that she must see me,
that she has
something very important to teach me.
She ' s
ve ry urgent and keeps impr essing on me that it
must be don e quickly for there were negative
forces that would try to hinder this me et ing
or g rowth.
All through thi s part of the
conversation,
the connection
keeps getting
worse and worse and I f ee l that this is caused
by the negativity s he speaks of.
Ann a l so
urges me to "brin g a friend" who can help me
in l earning this new step. By this time the
connec tion is so bad that I tell her I must
call her back because I can't und e rstand any
of what she's saying.
I hang up,
frantically
look up her number ,. and begin dialing.

1l r-e''-- """".
Te cJ,"' i ~ u.f ~

J"u. d.()- f L.tie-r

I've been recording my dreams for years
and - working with them to some extent, b~t it
hasn't' been until about the last two years
that I've really. qelved into their symbolisms
and/or' messages.
· I do believe that dreams are
messages
or
lessons,
either
from one's
subconscious or from one's guides or higher
consciousness, imparting some help in inner
and spiritual growth.
For me, dreams have
helped me to see "me," how I view and relat e
and react to
the world around me.
This
growing realization of one's self is, I feel,
the reason why we keep coming back, because
it's through knowing ourselves, the divine and
human in each of us, that we can then interact
in a loving and positive way with fellow
humans, with life, and with God.
Or the
Cosmic Consciousness. Or the All That Is.
It's important to realize that symbols
will vary with each individual --we do not all
see an eagle in the same way--but I think
until
we
can
feel
comfortable
and
knowledgeable with our own symbolism, general
interpretations of common symbo ls might be
very helpful.
For example, an eagle is a
proud, strong, soaring bird--a symbo l of our
country.
However,
we
must
pursue
the
interpretation further than any book can take
us and even be willing to refuse the general
definition if our intuition tells us that it
is wrong in a certain case.
Defining and understanding symbols is, of
course, the crux of the matter for , unless we
can know what energy or aspect of ourselves
the animal, person, or object represents, we
can miss the
whole lesson of the dream.
Following the suggestions of several authors,
I have ".placed in a chair"
or gestalted
different symbols of a drea m and asked them
their · meaning, the reason' for their existence
in my nighttime scenario.
I have received
s ome
wonderful
help
with.
that
method.
Meditating upon the dream and allowing the
answers to rise to the conscious level is also
valuable. And I also us e the pendulum.
There
are
times when,
for whatever
reason,
I use neither the "chair" method nor
meditation, but the dream i s of such vividness
or so unusual that as I go about my chores I'm
s ubliminally mulling it over. At some point,
I hit upon a meaningful int erpretation and
often rush to my pendulum to see if I'm on the
right track. For me, it's a quick method of
ascertaining a direction to take when I do
meditate or use some other method.
An examp l e of this happened recently.
we

DREAM:
"Ann" calls me on the phone and
just chit chat for awhile. Then she begins
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"Ann" is
the name
I'm giving to a
wonderful and very spiritual psychic r eader in
this area to whom I've gone several times.
To
me she represent s a "higher" level of growth,
a giving of abilities and a willingness to be
a channel to · help others. Ori first awakening
from the dream, my immediate inclination was
to call her and
see
if she indeed had
something to tell me, but I hesitated. She ls
very busy right now, and I know also how easy
it is for me to let others do my interpreting
rather than
using
my own
intuition and
spiritual help.
For some reason I was also
hesitant
about
meditating
upon
it · and
completely forgot the "chair" method, so at
the
suggestion
of
a friend,
I used my
pendulum.
A pendulum answe r s o nly
yes
or
no
questions. My first question was, "Do es Ann
want to get in touch with me?" Answer: "No . "
"Does Ann represent some energy within me,
some part of myself?"
Answer: "Yes. " With a
few more questions,
I finally l ea rn ed that
Ann, in the dream, represented my higher self
or higher consciousness. Now it was time to
meditate.
Before I began, my own intuition b l azed
at me (sometimes it needs to actually knock me
over because I can be a bi t dense) that the
" f ri e nd" I was supposed to bring was my littl e
se lf or subconscious.
It was making more and
more s ·ense.
Some "hi ghe r" part of me wanted
to tell me
somethi ng ,
and
I
n eeded an
awareness that all parts of me had to be
present
at
this "meet ing."
I
am
not
constantly aware of all levels of my being; I
do
believe,
however,
that
an
active
verb~lization and
desire can mesh thos e levels
though we may not be con sc iously aware of the
communication between them.
During the meditation,
I received the
impression that this "new step"
and
the
message concerned a new awareness within me, a
gain and help in my own struggle along the
path.
It's as though a "merger" i s being
achieved so that I am able to be more open not
only with my emotions and feelings, but also
with what I've experienced and learned these
past few years.
I had gone through an inner
time and now the cycle is returning to an
outer time, an attestat ion and a giving.
I also look for synchronicity.
Dreams
usually relate to a process I'm experiencing
or learning, or a meditation or r ead ing I've
recently
had.
Realizing
this,
the
interpretation
of
the symbolism
and the
application
of the
l esson increases
the
learning--or
at least
the
potential for
learning--tenfold.
This is one way that dreams,
a long with
meditation,
psychic
readings,
crystal
sessions, my own venture into the writing
f i e ld and many other things, have gently led
me onward, have shown me to mys e lf, and have
given me more confide nc e in my own intuition
a nd guides.
(Continued on Page 5 )

Austra lia,
Hawaii
as well
as
nearby
states ),
a nd to tell whethe r or not they
habitu ally recall their
dreams and record
them.
The hour and 15 minute s went too
quickl y.
We found that some who had never
before recalle d dreams ,
began to recall them;
they sought me out at mealtim e to discus s
those dreams .
A young actress had a dream
after attendi ng one class that she feels told
he·r what psychi catrist s had been trying to
find out for years.
Deeply obsesse d with
abandon ment after
the death of a younge r
sister , the woman felt that this dream · had
pinpoin ted someth ing
signifi cant
that had
never before been disclos ed. Anothe r woman,
who was having marita l problem s in her 34-yea r
marria ge, cried
in
.c ::lass
when someth ing
trigger ed
her
first
dream
recall .
Interp retatio n reveale d a
solutio n
to
a
long-te rm problem . One studen t told us she
dr!=!ams entire plays; anothe r · said she dreams
plots and charac ters and has develop ed
a
techniq ue of calling upon her charac ters to
help furthe r the plot.
There is obviou sly much more to discov er
about dreams and writing . This proved such a
stimul ating experi e nce that · I have . decided to
offer simila r worksh ops in my area.
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DONATIONS
My thanks to Brad May Ph.D. (San Diego, CA)
and Mauric e Stein (Forem ost, Albert a, Canada )
for their
donatio ns.
All
donatio ns are
cheerf ully accepte d! ·
Maybe you can help me
with ideas too.
I want to make enough money
to pay for· printin g and supplie s (which I
don't now) and hopefu lly, sometim e to pay for
dream confer ences,· books, magazi nes etc.
I
want to do this by finding additio nal source s
of revenue with the newsle tter. I did have
one idea.
If you are giving a worksho p or
class on dreams . and felt one of the issues of
DREAM CRAFT would be a nice bonus for your
class, we could agree
on a donatio n
in
exchang e for copies for the class.
If you
have any other ideas I 'd love to hear them.

DREAMS WORKSHOP AT
WRITE R'S CONFERENCE
Lila Line
This summer ,
I conduc ted a week long
worksho p entitle d, THE WRITER AND HER DREAMS,
at the 13th Interna tional Womens Writing Guild
Confer ence at Skidmo re Colleg e, July 27-Aug ust
3.
It was the first time a dream worksho p was
offered at the confere nce and I did not know
what to expect .
As it turned out, I was
overwh elmed by the intere st and enthusi asm of
my c lass.
S ixty or more confere es attende d
the first two worksh ops and many continu ed to
come the remain der of the week.
Becaus e of
the size of the groups , we were unabl e to
discuss individ ual dreams at length .
At the class openin g,
after a quiet
" centeri ng in" exerc i se,
I asked that each
woman tell her name,
where she was from
(membe rs come
from everyw here
Brazil ,
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THE DREAM GUIDE by Marie Fay, is a unique
workbo ok designe d to help you unders tand your
dreams .
It is an outgrow th of dream worksh ops
led by the author at the Center for the
Healing Arts
in Los Angele s; a wholis tic
health center concen trating on healing both
physic al and mental manife station s of illnes s.
The book itself is a step-b y-step , how-to
manual , with emphas is on expres sing manife st
dreams ,
in writing and drawin g.
It is a
helpfu l tool, artfull y illustr ated with Indian
drawin gs and poetry , and is benefi cial to
studen ts new to dream work.
It is a basic
text, very easi ly understoo~, well though t
out, and fun,
too ! (Publis hed by the Center
of the Healing Arts,
11081 Missou ri Avenue ,
West Los Angele s, CA
90025, )
(Comme nts by
Ellyn
Cowe l s,
editor ,
WHOLEPERSON
COMMUNICATIONS)

DREAMWORK CALENDAR

PSYCHIC DREAMS?
Walter Friesendorf

JUNGIAN DREAMWORK INSTITUTE, 1525 J. Shattuck
Ave., Berkeley, CA
94709.
(415)540-5500.
Write for Journey
Press
brochure listing
books, workshops and information about the
Institute.
OPENWAY, A Center for Self-Discovery, Route 3,
Box
238,
Charlottesville,
VA
22901
(703)456-6250.
Classes given on many topics,
write Openway for a catalog of classes and
more information.
WHOLISTIC RESOURCE CENTER, write: Ellyn Cowels
(editor of WHOLEPERSON COMMUNICATIONS), P.O.
Box 32, Lynchburg, VA
24505.
(Send long SASE
for sample of WHOLEPERSON COMMUNICATIONS), $1
and long SASE for WRC book list.)

In the past I used to compile a list of
different types of dreams.
Every time I read
a dream book or spoke to a serious dreamer I
added a few more types to my list.
I no
longer keep such a list; having run out of
paper a long time ago! I concluded that there
are an infinite number of dream types.
My pet peeve of dream types
is the
psychic dream and
the clairvoyant
dream.
Saying
you had
a psychic
dream
or
a
clairvoyant dream is like saying the ocean is
filled with "wet water" or that 200 "people
persons" attended the party.
The dictionary
describes psychic as: 1) Having to do with the
mind1
2) Beyond known natural or physical
processes) and 3) Sensitivity to forces beyond
the physical world.
Dreams are most certainly of the mind and
beyond the physical.
Science does not yet
fully
understand their nature,
especially
pre-cognitive and lucid dreams.
Would we not
be correct in saying that dreams are a form of
psychic functioning?
Clairvoyance is defined as:
1) To see
clearly and 2) Keen perception or insight.
When clairvoyant mediums give a reading, they
see images, signs and symbols. These,
they
interpret and pass the message on to their
subject or client. Sounds like a dream except
that
it
occurs
in
a
state
of
full
consciousness, or at least what appears to be
full consciousness.
To me, there
is no
difference between a
clairvoyant
medium's
images
and
those
of a
dreamer.
Both
experience signs and symbols which communicate
information
about
the past,
present and
future.
Saying
you
have a clairvoyant or a
psychic dream 1s redundant.
When you dream,
you are having a psychic experience. Dreaming
is a form of psychic functioning.
Dreaming is
clairvoyance.
A clairvoyant experience, while
asleep, is a dream.
(Copyright 1983 Walter Friesendorf)

Nov. 10-11.
BERKELEY, CA.
JUNGIAN DREAMWORK
INST.
"Transforming
Your
Dream
World."
Workshop led by Terran Harcourt Daily, OTR.
The
basics
of
dreamwork,
journalwork,
objectifying dreams, dreams and life, dream
symbols, changing the dream.
$115. 10 to 10
PM. Sat.) 9 to 3 PM Sun.
Nov.
11, 10-5
pm.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
OPENWAY.
A Women's Dream Workshop led by
Phyllis Koch-Sheras.
Bag lunch. Cost $40.
This workshop will help you use your dreams to
point out your strengths and weaknesses, offer
practical
solutions to problems, stimulate
your imagination, and, above all, guide you to
the core of your being, where you can discover
your own truth. OPEN TO BOTH MEN AND WOMEN.
Nov. 12-24. STUDY TOUR OF ISRAEL/GREECE with
June and Harmon Bro.
Will be using a study
of dreams, guided reveries, journals and group
meditations
to
enter
the
divine-human
encounter in your own way.
June and Harmon
are both repected counselors and lecturers
with
Jungian
training.
Write
Pilgrim
Institute,
921
General Beauregard
Drive,
Virginia Beach, VA 23454 for brochure.
(Ed.
note: I've always enjoyed hearing June and
Harmon lecture at the A.R.E. and recommend
that you also ask for their cassette tape
listing--long SASE would be helpful.)
January 12-13, 1985. BERKELEY, CA. JUNGIAN
DREAMWORK INST.
"Dreams and Relationships."
Wkshp. led by Terran H. Daily, OTR. Anima,
Animus, Persona-Shadow and the dream state.
Relational patterns as reflected in dreams.
Developing inner and outer harmony.
$115.
10-10 Sat.l 9-3 Sun.
January 26 1 1985. LYNCHBURG, VA.
WHOLISTIC
RESOURCE CENTER.
Experiential Dream Workshop
led by Ellyn Cowels. A chance to learn how to
work with your dreams by identifying feelings,
images and
metaphors.
Bring
bag
lunch,
journal, pen and recent dream. $201 10 AM to
4 PM.
DREAM
GROUP
beginning
in
September
on
Wednesday, 7:30 to 9:30 PM. CHARLOTTESVILLE,
VA.
OPENWAY.
Led by
Ann Hollier, cost
$25/month.
Learn
how to
understand your
dreams and how to use your dream messages for
personal
growth, creative
exploration and
problem-solving.
DREAM GROUP beginning Oct. 5, Friday mornings
from
9:15 to
11:30
AM.
LYNCHBURG, VA.
WHOLISTIC RESOURCE
CENTER.
Led
by Ellyn
Cowels.
This
class
has
several
eager
dreamers, but
needs
more.
If you have
pre-scoolers they will wo·rk with you to solve
babysitting problems.

CLASSIFIED ADS
I would appreciate your letting advertisers
know you found out about them in DREAM CRAFT.
Classified ads are payable by cash or barter
of dream-related products (per our agreement).
Deadline for Winter issue is December 1,
March 1 for the Spring issue.
JUNGIAN-SENOI DREAMWORK
MANUAL by Strephon
Kaplan Williams. An outstanding and original
text for working with dreams.
Contains a
wealth
of dreamwork methods and dreamwork
examples, as well as chapters on many aspects
of
dreamwork
psychology.
302
pages
w/illustrations and exercises.
$15.95 + $2.00
Shipping & Handling. Make checks payable and
send to:
Journey
Press,
P.O. Box 9032,
Berkeley, CA 94709.
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LUCIDITY LETTER.
A professional newsletter
exploring dream lucidity. Will be biannual in
19851 cost is $10 per year1 back issues $31
bibliography
available.
Write
Jayne
Gackenbach, Ph.DI Editor, Dept. of Psychology,
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
50614.

I am a poet/jazz musician who has had
extremely vivid dreams since 1973. My dreams
are always in. color, and always have people
intensely present in their landscapes.
As a
writer, I have been able to utilize my dreams
in my journals and in occasional poems, and
have found them to hold keys to the meaning of
my psychological/spiritual existence.
·
Most often, my dreams are so intense that
I do not forget them. Once I dreamt that my
mother and her dear friend were standing next
to a beautiful pond, and in the pond was a
kind of catfish. Silver minnows fell from the
sky like rain. Each time the catfish lifted
out of the water it became ill and shriveled.
But it seemed beautiful swimming in the water.
At the time of this dream I had a friend who
was an astrologer. She told me that water was
a maternal symbol, and asked me if my mother's
friend had a child who was sick. I replied
affirmatively, my mother's friend had a child
who had been in a car accident, and was now
involved in a religious cult, to the chagrin
of both women. My friend advised me that the
young man was well off following his own
inclinations, and should not listen to those
who told him to leave the religious group. I
found
this
advice
stunning,
and
also
recognized the catfish as a dual symbol: a
sign that I was somehow connected with the
son, and should also be
true to my own
intuition.
My dreams of water,
which are often
euphoric, are less frequent when I meditate.
I believe people often
move
into higher
meditative states in dreams, and if this need
is filled when they are awake and conscious,
then the dreams will try to unlock other
realms.
I also believe that dreams are a bridge
between those who inhabit this world and those
who inhabit other worlds. Once, I dreamed of
a planet on which the roads w~re indigo, and
the skyscrapers deep red.
It seemed to be
morning, early, there was no one around. But
it
was, in the dream,
a world I knew.
Likewise, people often dream of loved ones who
have died.
I do think dreams can serve as
portals for messages in this way.
Some dreams are so vivid they become as
real as life. The dreamer actually becomes
conscious that he is looking at the floor, the
ceiling, himself, is scaling the intricate
walls of a mountain or observing the weblike
configurations of a leather jacket on the
chair. These are astral dreams in the most
conscious sense, and are, to my knowledge,
marked by a heightened visual acumen.
From my
experiences,
all dreams are
gifts, even the nightmares, gifts which mark
the deepest layers of our human connections,
and
speak of
the
intense configurations
through which we move, as humans, towards
transcendence.
With genuine interest,
Judy Katz-Levine
41 Beryl Street
Roslindale, MA 02131

DREAMLINE
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o/ the va.Lue-4. of a. Oll.ea.m
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A little summary of my experiences:
In
the
early
fifties
I
began
painting
subjectively, letting the paintings reveal my
Unconscious.
I also began reading the few
books by and about Carl Jung then available in
the Denver Public Library.
In this way I
stumbled on P.T. Martin's book EXPERIMENT IN
DEPTH and started my own journey, recording
dreams, using active imaginatin and the many
odd symbolic events that began to occur.
I
kept an extensive journal of dreams with a
little self-analysis and as much amplification
as possible. My experiment began in earnest
in 1957 and culminated in an inner religious
experience, "given" poetry and many psychic
experiences in 1964.
Unfortunately (or maybe
not) in a major move to the Northwest I
discarded all the notes I had accumulated
until then except a long letter to a teacher
who returned it. The letter was a summary of
what
I
considered most
important to me
spiritually.
All
my Big
Dreams (some from early
childhood) stand in my memory as clear as
anything from mundane life - and clearer than
most.
Dreams still
come
when
something
happens to stimulate my interest
such as
reading the DREAM CRAFT notice in the IWWG
Bulletin. My extraverted nature seems to do
best when stimulation comes
from outside.
When I was deep in my Experiment I had. a
couple of artist friends I could talk to on
occasion.
But I think I managed to stay
involved because I could relate to the inner
figures as though they were outside - or at
least characters separate from my "Me."
Jane McCray
107 San Jose Drive
Bisbee, AZ 85603
(EXPERIMENT
IN
DEPTH,
by
P.W.
Martin,
Routledge & Kegan Paul Pub., Broadway House,
Carter Lane, London, England. First ed. 1955.)

NEO-LIFE Distributors.
I got some inquiries
to forward to
Robert Perry who mentioned
Nee-Life in his article about simultaneous
dreams last issue. To write to Robert about
his article or for a catalog of food for
storage,
biodegradable
cleansers,
natural
vitamins & more write: Robert & Susan Perry,
427 s. Citron St., Anaheim, CA 92805. (Stamps
would be helpful to include w/request-Ed.)
Robert writes that he is really pleased with
the quality of the products and feels better
about being prepared for the future.
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"Dreamscape" will no longer be in movie
theatres by the · time you read this review, but
is a good candidate for cable television and
video movie release. This is an imaginative
fantasy thriller staring Dennis ("The Right
Stuff") Quaid and Kate ("Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom") Capshaw. Veteran actors Max
von Sydow and Christopher Plummer round out
the main cast.
Dennis Quaid plays a young man who hasn't
found a way to channel his great psychic
He's making his living betting on
gifts.
horses, but has gotten in trouble with some
toughs who want to cash in on his talent. Max
von Sydow is a researcher who tested Quaid
when he was 19, but the boy ran away, again
perceiving that he was being used--this time
to promote von Sydow's career. Von Sydow is
now sponsored by the government in a top
secret lab involvlng research where psychics
are actually going into the dreams of others
where they can help them confront nightmare
and report troubling
observe
or
figures
Sydow sends for
Von
unremembered dreams.
Quaid who wants no part of the project, but is
"taken for a ride" to the lab to avoid being
caught by the track toughs.
a
of
head
Christopher Plummer, the
super-secret government ag~ncy, really runs
He is supposedly a part of this
the project.
research project to help the President who is
having nightmares of nuclear disasters, but
Plummer, the sublime villain, has an ulterior
motive and has recruited an unbalanced psychic
as a "dream assassin." When Quaid is brought
to the lab by von Sydow he finds he genuinely
cares for these troubled dreamers and has an
their
entering
for
talent
extraordinary
dreams. The stage is set for a confrontation
with Quaid and the unbalanced psychic in one
of the president's nuclear nightmares. Dennis
Quaid plays a very charming and believable
Kate Capshaw
His romance with
character.
makes an engaging subplot with an erotic (and
fully clothed!) dream sequence which leads to
a nice twist to the end of the story.
I
and
entertaining
is
movie
The
especially enjoyed the scenes in the research
lab and the dream sequences (the best in any
movie I've seen). Even though most of the
having
dreamers
involve
sequences
dream
nightmares, the scenes depend more on eerie
to the
violence, appealing
than
effects
imagination of the viewer. As a matter of
fact, _the only weakness I really found in the
movie was that the plot involving Christopher
Plummer trying to bump off the president with
a dream assassin wasn't as believable to me as
all the scenes involving Quaid learning to go
into the dreams, helping the dreamers confront
the
what
discovering
and
fears
their
There was a
unbalanced psychic was up to.
drag to the story for me while I waited for
them to "get to the good stuff."
I am involved in a group dreaming project
so it was interesting to see how they handled
my experience in the.
From
subject.
the
project we do dream together and we experience
dream telepathy. The movie though is science
fiction/fantasy in this respect: the premise
is that the psychic is physically present in
the dream therefore he and the dreamer's body
I liked the idea they were
can be affected.
showing that we might be able to work with

healing in the dream state and that Light does
This is an intelligent movie
overcome all.
and an interesting movie recommended for those
who like dreams and sci-fi/thrillers.

DREAM CRAFT INFORMATION
DREAM
Sample copies are $1.
SUBSCRIPTION:
CRAFT is published quarterly, a subscription
is $6 for u.s. and Canadian subscribers) $10
for all other foreign (first class mailing).
All payment must be in u.s. currency, non-u.s.
subscribers may use postal orders for example.
Make checks payable to DREAM CRAFT1 send to
Suzanne Keyes, P.O. Box 61960, Virginia Beach,
VA 23462.
All are $1 each except the first
BACK ISSUES:
issue, July 1983, which is photocopied for
on
Article
1984:
Summer
1.
$1.50.
interpreting waking life events like a dream,
group dreaming research report, poems, dream
Dialogue with
2. Spring 1984:
experiences.
Dream Voices and Guild of Asaph Community
Group Dreaming Experience. 3. December 1983:
Research issue1 Dreams of Expectant Fathers
and A.R.E. psychic research w/dreams included.
4. September 1983: Dreaming together issue1
group
classroom,
dream
sharing,
dream
5.
dreaming, lucid dreams and apparitions.
($1.50) July 1983: Beyond Dreaming, Oneness of
Dreaming,
of
Force: Psychic Element
all
Reincarnation and Dreams.
20 for
WINTER ISSUE: November
DEADLINES:
articles, December 1 for all other materials.
SPRING ISSUE: February 15 for articles, March
for all other materials. I believe the
1
newsletter is an intuitive process for us,
send material in when it's right for you, even
if you think it might be late--it will come in
just when it's needed.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Ads need to be related to
dreams in some way. Payable by cash or barter
(mutual agreement). You set a cash price fair
for you. Barter can be a subscription to your
Many who
newsletter, copy of your book, etc.
are working with dreams just can't afford to
advertise. I hope this will encourage you to
share your dream efforts or to go ahead and
use your dreams creatively.

Suzanne Keyes, Editor
P.O. Box 61960
Virginia Beach, VA 23462

